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Indicators That a Company’s Growth is Constrained
by Its Core System
Different companies have different missions and objectives, but there is one nearly universal goal for all
businesses: sustained growth. Most of the key strategic questions business leaders ask themselves are geared
to growing, such as: what new markets to enter, how to decrease churn and increase customer loyalty, and so
forth. It is just as important to look at what parts of the business may be constraining growth, including the
possibility that the IT system a company uses may be a key obstacle to continued expansion of the business.
When an entrepreneur starts a new business, they are thinking about how to get their venture off the ground,
survive the first year, and in the process not burn through their life savings, have their home foreclosed, and
have nothing to show in the end. The choice of what accounting software and enterprise system to use is just
one of many being made under pressure, with limited time. Thus, many companies start off with QuickBooks
or a similar system by default, which works well enough initially, only to discover that at some point that
system is starting to seriously constrain their growth.
Here we examine nine signs that a company has outgrown its existing system and its growth is being
constrained as a result. Then we look at what characteristics to look for in a system to help unlock
unrealized growth.

Figure 1 ‐ Nine Signs That Your Core System May be Constraining Your Company’s Growth
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Functional Limitations
Common Examples of Functional Limitations
Some common areas where businesses often run into limitations of small business systems include:









Pricing and Order Management—As a business grows, it needs more sophisticated order management
or pricing, such as tiered/volume pricing, channel‐specific and/or customer‐specific pricing, or
dynamic pricing. Simplistic, static pricing schemes, cause loss of margin when the price could be higher
and loss of revenue when the price needs to be lower.
Omnichannel Capabilities—The majority of businesses today are crossover businesses,1 that sell
through multiple channels. This requires fully integrated ecommerce, bulk shipments and small
ecommerce orders, multi‐channel invoicing and revenue recognition, and strong service capabilities.
Without these, a key avenue for growth is restrained or denied altogether.
Automation and Integration—Smaller systems typically do not have the level of automation and
trading partner integration required to grow the company beyond a certain point.
International—Growing in international markets via ecommerce, international subsidiaries, or
distribution partners is difficult or impossible if the core system is not designed to support capabilities
such as multiple currencies and exchange rates, different global tax and audit regimes, multiple
subsidiaries with the ability to roll up financials, international shipping documentation and customs
clearance, duty and tax calculation, and other international functionality.
Mobile User Interfaces—Some systems have limited mobile device support.

These are just examples; there are many other functional limitation areas that businesses run into. When
confronted with these limitations, businesses can buy and attempt to integrate add‐on systems or have
custom code written to provide the missing functionality. Both of these approaches present challenges.

Too Many Bolt‐on Systems/Unsustainable Integration
Best‐of‐breed applications are a necessary part of life for modern businesses, especially as companies get
larger. No one single system can do it all. However, businesses can spend a lot of time and money integrating
and supporting a portfolio of applications. When this becomes a ‘Rube Goldberg‐like’ collection of brittle
integrations that break each time there is an upgrade, it may be time to rearchitect with a new system that
covers a fuller spectrum of needs, with prebuilt integrations to a broad ecosystem of third party applications.

Support and Customization Costs Going Through the Roof
Some systems require professional services just to add a field or do other modest customizations. Older or less
commonly used systems have a very limited pool of expertise to customize and support the system. The
inability to quickly and inexpensively customize a system can hurt a business’s agility and ability to grow.

1

For more on this, see Crossover Businesses: Blurring of the Lines Between Manufacturers, Distributors and Retailers
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Employees Don’t Like Using the System
Attracting bright young talent is key to growth, so it is important to think about the kind of workplace you are
providing and the employee experience. A firm’s employee‐facing systems are an important piece of the
overall employee experience and says something about what kind of company it is. When employees really
dislike using a system, they look for workarounds and/or avoid using the system. This may be due to
inadequate change management or training. But it also can be a sign of a poor user experience. We have
gotten used to the user experience of online sites like Amazon and have grown to expect ease‐of‐use and
intuitiveness from our computer systems. Younger workers in particular will have no patience for green
screens, clumsy menus, and clunky interfaces. And everyone hates unnecessary manual ‘grunt work’.

Stability, Capacity, Flexibility Issues
Many small business systems are simply not architected to handle large amounts of data, users, and
processes. Hardware upgrade can be expensive and you eventually reach the limits of those upgrades. Client
and OS support limitations can be headaches, such as when a system supports only a single client OS or
requires a VPN2 for remote clients, thereby adding complexity and support costs.

Customer Service Suffering
As manufacturers and distributors start selling direct to the end
customer, it greatly increases the demands on the customer
support organization. Relying on emails and manual
recordkeeping makes it very difficult to maintain an ongoing
picture of the support relationship with each customer and track
what is still outstanding and what has been resolved. This leads to
dropping the ball and poor customer satisfaction. A system should
provide a total picture of all interactions with the customer in one
spot, including marketing campaigns, website visits, purchases, or
service calls—a single unified view of and face to the customer.

Inadequate Business Intelligence
When a business is small, the owner and management team can maintain a reasonable sense of where the
business is at, using simple accounting tools and spreadsheets. As a business becomes larger and more
complex, advanced analytics are needed to run effective marketing campaigns, reduce customer churn,
identify cross‐sell opportunities, optimize pricing, anticipate shortages early, and grow the business. Without
the insights needed to improve the business, the team is ‘flying blind’ and growth is hampered.

2

VPN = Virtual Private Network. VPNs are a way of securely extending a private network across the public internet. They
create an extra layer that needs to be administered and managed, along with more passwords to remember, and a
support burden when things go wrong. They also are problematic to use in some important countries for international
business. In particular, Russia and China have both banned VPNs and recently been actively blocking the use of VPNs.
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Manual Processes/Inability to Scale
Growing a business requires automating repetitive manual processes. When people are spending time doing
things that don’t really add value, such as rekeying data from one system to another, it increases errors and
lowers job satisfaction. Growth depends on hiring more and more people. With automation, a company can
better realize economies of scale as they grow and people are doing higher‐value, more meaningful work.

Inadequate Internal Controls
As a company becomes bigger, with more employees,
processes, orders … more of everything, it creates
more chances for fraud. The system should provide
controls such as segregation of duties, anti‐collusion
mechanisms, flexible approval limits, fraud analytics,
employee and supplier screening, multi‐person
authorization of key transactions, tamper‐resistant
audit logs, and reconciliation processes. Small
business systems usually lack these. Some even allow
after‐the‐fact changing of the data without any audit
trail. Without the proper controls and policies, the
risk of fraud or other malfeasance grows as a
company grows.

Characteristics of Growth Enabling Systems
If your company is experiencing any of the above symptoms, it may be time to start looking for a new system
to unlock growth. Below are some characteristics to look for when evaluating a system to enable growth.

Rapid Time‐to‐Value and Easy to Customize
It is important to minimize disruption and realize value as quickly as possible. This requires a system that can
support Agile Implementation and rapid time‐to‐value. Several characteristics enable rapid time‐to‐value:
cloud‐based architecture, industry‐specific blueprints, ease‐of‐customization, and ease‐of‐use.

Cloud‐based SaaS Systems—Rapid Startup, Low Maintenance, Always Current, Scalable
Adopting a cloud‐based SaaS system is a prerequisite to rapid implementation. It greatly reduces or eliminates
the headaches of standing up a data center with all the hardware, networking, support and maintenance.3 For
most SaaS systems, all that is needed is a client browser (which is already on each employees’ desktop, laptop,
tablet, or phone) and a network connection.

3
Note, SaaS alone does not relieve a company of administrative tasks, such as user/identity management or application
configuration. A combination of professional services and managed SaaS services can help perform many of these tasks.
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SaaS systems have lower maintenance costs. Bug fixes and patches are automatically implemented, providing
higher security. Users gain access to the latest versions and new growth‐enabling functionality as soon as it is
available, rather than waiting (typically for years) for a costly and often painful upgrade. Finally, SaaS systems
scale on demand as your business grows, with no need to buy and install new hardware.

Successful Practice Blueprints
It’s not enough to turn on the ERP system switch and
declare victory. Sometimes the go‐live event is just
the beginning of a painful period of trying to make
things work; in a few cases companies have not even
been able to ship products after turning on the
switch. According to one study, 50%‐75% of the ERP
implementations from major solution providers cause
operational disruptions at go‐live that often lasts for
several months.
One way to get a solution up and running more
quickly is by using industry‐specific successful practice
blueprints, with system‐to‐system data mappings,
role‐specific workflows, business rules, dashboards,
reports, and analytics. These capture the best
practices proven to be successful within specific
industries. If a vendor says ‘yes, we have industry
templates,’ it is good to investigate what is actually
included and find out how they were developed (see
sidebar, How NetSuite Develops ‘Successful Practice
Blueprints’)

How NetSuite Develops ‘Successful Practice Blueprints’
NetSuite provides a good example of how industry‐
specific blueprints should be built. NetSuite invests
thousands of hours configuring and testing each
blueprint. They focus on customers who have achieved
the most and done the best with their ERP
implementation. From those successful
implementations, NetSuite finds and identifies success‐
yielding practices and processes to configure into the
blueprint; the roles, reports, dashboard, process
workflows, and so forth. They draw from many
resources to find this knowledge:
 NetSuite’s professional services team with tens of
thousands of hours experience implementing in
each industry.
 Statements‐of‐work (SOWs) from the most
successful implementations, with very specific
process knowledge embedded in them.
 Observations and interviews with successful
customers, the best of the best.
The teams that build the blueprints are not theorists.
They have personally done many implementations.

Ease of Customization
A blueprint will typically provide 70%‐80% of the initial functionality after which ease‐of‐customizing a system
becomes critical. A good system lets the end user personalize their experience such as customizing their home
page, modifying reports, and so forth. It should allow business analysts to do deeper customization such as
adding fields, changing workflows, and customizing forms without any coding, using graphical workflow
builders, graphical data connectors, and so forth. And it should provide a good scripting language for heavy‐
duty customization, such as creating brand new fully integrated modules and functions. Rapid customizability
provides agility beyond the startup phase of a company, with the ability to quickly and cost‐effectively adapt
processes and workflows to meet changing needs.

Ease‐of‐Use, Strong User Community
Ease‐of‐use can dramatically impact time‐to‐value. Training requirements slow down adoption. Increasingly,
people expect zero training. Ask for a demo where you and some of your employees try to use the system,
rather than the vendor conducting the demo. You can experience firsthand how easy or hard it is to figure
things out.
© 2018 ChainLink Research, All Rights Reserved.
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Look for a large, helpful user community, with good community tools and a site for exchanging ideas and
asking for help. Online tools, such as SuiteAnswers, and a helpful user community enable employees to rapidly
resolve issues themselves, reducing the need for expensive professional services and support contracts. Ease‐
of‐use and a supportive user community provide ongoing benefits throughout the life of the system.

Holistic Integrated System
A holistic integrated system helps a company grow by reducing system complexity, increasing automation, and
enabling new business models and markets. A holistic integrated system has these characteristics: a broad
functional footprint, single unified data model, integrated omnichannel, and robust trading partner
integration.

Broad Functional Footprint and Unified Data Model.
It is difficult to anticipate where a business will be, and what its system requirements will be, several years
down the road. To ensure uninterrupted growth, it is wise to look for a system that has the functionality you
need today and the functionality you might need down the road. For a manufacturer or distributor, this
includes strong functionality across core financials, sourcing and procurement, MRP, manufacturing execution,
WMS, omnichannel commerce, CRM, service management, GRC, and business intelligence. It is important that
these are delivered in a single unified data model across all modules. When these are in separate systems or
instances, it creates complex integration, synchronization, and master data management requirements.
The ability to run all subsidiaries of a company on a single instance is an important part of this. Otherwise
companies end up implementing add‐on systems just to get a single view across the enterprise. A single
database and data model provide inherent integration across activities and functions. For example, the
warehouse system automatically receives the right order information and automatically provides the right
cost accounting information, without any integration project required. This is inherently easier to maintain
and grow, and less prone to errors or instability.
A good example of this is NetSuite, designed from the ground up to be a holistic system with role‐oriented
access to all modules. They leverage this to provide functionality like unified billing and revenue recognition—
a single bill with all the types of charges for a customer, such as quantities of items or materials bought,
services provided,4 and ‘as‐a‐service’ subscription billing. This is a critical enabler of new business models,
allowing manufacturers to sell their new services and product‐as‐a‐service via a subscription model.

Broad Selection, Tight Integration of Third Party Applications
No one system does it all. Most companies don’t run everything on a single system. Thus, the number of third
party applications available, and the depth of their integration on the platform, is key. When built natively on
the core system, these applications are an extension of the system. Deep integration helps in several ways:

4

Services billing may be based on completion of certain tasks, or hours of consulting, or other units of service.
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Reduced training and learning curve—When the UI of the application is fully integrated into the core
system (i.e. using the same UI paradigms and conventions), then once someone is comfortable with
the UI of the core ERP, they are automatically comfortable with the integrated application.
Easier administration—Many of the administrative tools, such as user management, security
management, and application management, are integrated into a single tool across all applications.
Unified view of data—When the data from third‐party applications is integrated into the ERP
database’s schema, it creates a unified data model across applications.

Integrated Omnichannel Commerce
Most businesses today are omnichannel businesses,
selling through some combination of ecommerce,
wholesale distribution, retail stores, and/or bulk
B2B orders (direct sales or via channel). A holistic
system supports all of these natively, rather than
requiring a separate ecommerce application,
separate retail store systems, separate bulk and
ecommerce fulfillment, and separate CRM systems.
It integrates marketing, customer management,
service and support, and fulfillment, to provide an
integrated approach to reaching and serving
customers. Integrated omnichannel enables a
company to enter new channels more rapidly, to
grow the business quicker.

Trading Partner Collaboration
Integration with trading partners is no longer just for large companies. In fact, the ability to efficiently and
effectively outsource many functions is a key enabler of growth for young companies. If a company can
leverage outsourced manufacturing, distribution channels, logistics, and service networks, they can get up and
running and expand much more quickly, with less capital needed. This requires a full set of tools to integrate
and collaborate with trading partners on design, production, logistics, delivery, installation, and service.
A cloud‐based system provides role‐based login for suppliers and partners to function like virtual employees.

Accessible Business Intelligence
Good business intelligence is a key enabler of growth; helping to spot opportunities for expanding revenue,
improve pricing, increase efficiencies, reduce cycle times and costs, and more. The larger and more complex a
business gets, the more vital good BI tools become. In the past, BI tools were confined primarily for use by
expert analysts. That has changed. Modern BI (business intelligence) tools have the following characteristics:


Ease‐of‐use—There has been tremendous progress in making BI capabilities accessible to mere
mortals; the managers and executives that run a company, via intuitive graphical interfaces, drag and
drop, filtering, slicing and dicing, and so forth. Ease of use removes the bottlenecks of relying on a
limited pool of BI specialists to create and update reports and/or perform analysis.
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Integrated into daily workflows—Increasingly we see BI integrated directly into the systems and tasks
used daily by various employees, whether a product manager, marketing campaign planner, logistics
planner, or other function. Advanced analytics helps them make smarter day‐to‐day decisions.
Direct use of data—It used to require building a data warehouse to do analytics across a variety of
systems.5 When the data is already unified, the analytics can be done directly on the source data.
Pre‐built role‐based, industry‐specific, and ad hoc reports—A rich set of pre‐built, customizable, role‐
based and industry‐specific reports and dashboards accelerates time‐to‐value.
Machine learning, AI—Machine learning and artificial intelligence are playing increasingly important
roles in finding the right, best answers and helping to more fully automate businesses.

Global Growth Capabilities
Selling internationally is no longer only for
large multi‐national corporations. The
moment you put up an ecommerce site, you
start getting requests to sell across borders.
Some of the biggest opportunities for
expansion may be by opening new channels
of distribution, or new offices, or new
subsidiaries in other countries. A system that
does not have strong support for global
growth prevents a company from reaching
their full potential. Here are a few different
things to look for in support of global growth.

Localization
Localization includes support for different languages, currencies, tax regimes, date formats, units of measure,
character sets, and legal reporting requirements. This should include automatic handling of currency exchange
rates. It is a good idea to ask about the details6 across all of these dimensions.

5

This was not only because the data was stored in different systems, but because the data across those systems needed
to be normalized and standardized in order to be used together in analytics. Further, discrepancies between the data in
the different systems needed to be uncovered and resolved. A single unified database solves these issues automatically.
It should be noted that a single database does not automatically make data accurate and up‐to‐date. Data cleanliness still
requires that the right processes and mechanisms are in place to ensure correct, timely entry at data sources.
6
For example, a vendor may say they support Chinese characters. However, the GB (Chinese Guobiao) character set is
used in Mainland China whereas the ‘Big5’ system is used in Taiwan. You may also want to know if they support different
directions of text display. Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, and Urdu are all written right‐to‐left. These kinds of details matter.
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International Shipping
Shipping overseas requires a number of capabilities, including integration to freight forwarders and
international carriers, the ability to generate proper customs and security paperwork, denied party screening,
and accurate calculation of duties and tariffs (based on proper classification of goods). More advanced
capabilities may include total landed cost analysis tools for sourcing optimization.7 Some of these functions
can be outsourced to a good freight forwarder or parcel service provider. However, the shipper (or importer)
bears ultimate responsibility8 and faces the consequences of any delays or fines from errors.

Multiple Subsidiaries
Some systems run each subsidiary on a separate instance. A system designed to support all subsidiaries on a
single instance makes it much easier to grow. This is not just about the architecture of the system, but the
location and network capacity (bandwidth and latency) of the solution provider’s various data centers. Other
considerations may be important, for example compliance with German data protection laws or legal
compliance issues for inter‐subsidiary inventory transfers and cross charges.

Unlocking Growth Now!
Success and growth are great things for a business. It is wonderful when an entrepreneur has a dream and it
really takes off. Or when someone takes over a company and finds the magic to double or quadruple its reve‐
nue. Everyone loves a success story, but growth can also tax existing systems and processes. When a busi‐
ness’s growth is constrained by its systems, it is discouraging for executives and workers alike, as everyone is
trying their best and knows the potential for bigger growth is right there within their grasp … if only they had
the right tools … if only they could get their hands on the right data … if only they didn’t have to do so much
manual grunt work just to get small things done … if only the system stopped crashing!
The good news is that those limitations can be fixed. Systems exist that can take a company from startup to a
billion dollars in revenue.9 A holistic integrated system with rapid time‐to‐value, easy customization, accessible
business intelligence, and global growth capabilities enables growth. It enables automation of processes to
create a business that can scale, achieving superior performance and growth with minimal additional
headcount. If your company’s growth is being hampered by the system you are running, there is no reason to
continue to live with your situation as is. The right new system, implemented right, can be the key to your
renewed success.

7

Sourcing optimization is done to minimize duties and tariffs by doing ‘what if’ modeling, not just with different sources
and suppliers, but with different permutations on where things are assembled or packaged.
8
As a company grows, they may want to take over more of the international shipment responsibilities, so it is good to
have the right capabilities built into the system or available from a fully integrated third‐party application.
9
Very few systems can take a business all the way from startup to $1B. NetSuite is an example of the rare platform that
has proven over and over that it can serve that full range of client sizes.
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ChainLink Research, Inc. is a Supply Chain research organization dedicated to helping executives improve
business performance and competitiveness through an understanding of real‐world implications, obstacles and
results for supply‐chain policies, practices, processes, and technologies. The ChainLink 3Pe Model is the basis
for our research; a unique, multidimensional framework for managing and improving the links between supply
chain partners.
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